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56th General Assembly 
Steering Committee 
Autumn 2023, Session 6 
October 1st, 2023 

I. Opening 

a. Call to Order 3:01 

II. Updates 

a. Speaker Alex Poling 

i. GR passed resolution and we need to vote to get it on the agenda 

ii. Vacancy applicate will be here this week 

iii. One more application to go over 

iv. Judical panel standing rules  

1. They voted to approve them themselves and our rule is not 

super clear so we are going to set precedent of having it go 

through oversight and then the floor 

2. Chay stepped down as health and Safety coordinator  

a. Will be on agenda along with oversight seat  

3. Committee assignments should be emailed with it being 

updated 

4. Working on Legislation idea form to help with redundancy 

and connecting people 

5. Might be two different forms unsure yet 

b. Parliamentarian Keyanah Peters 

i. Judial panel rules and bylaws email will be sent out soon 

c. Secretary Sarah Schmidt 

i. No updates 

III. Business 

a. Motion to add resolution to agenda 



   

 

   

 

i. Motion passed 

b. 56-R-8: A Resolution to Urge The Ohio State University to Mandate a 

School Shooter Response Protocol Training (if passed by Governmental 

Relations and voted on to be considered today) 

i. Schmidt: overview of the resolution and why its important  

ii. Poling: few grammar issues and format 

iii. Schmidt: accepted friendly   

iv. Resolution passes unanimously  

c. Vacancy Applications 

i. Poling: Individual is pre dental and applied for dentistry seat, but 

majors are not in dentistry 

1. There are pre professional programs, but I don’t  think this is 

the case 

ii. Peters: unless they are doing dentistry classes then they are not in 

the dentistry  

iii. Braziel: is this up to our digression or is this a bylaw matter  

1. Poling: Our bylaws are not specific, but I believe it  is 

specifically for people who are in the college 

2. Peters: you can't represent people who you are not around 

iv. Braziel: If that is the case can we vote yes or no for them to be 

considered as dentistry  

1. Poling: it is up to our parliamentarian on how she interprets 

the bylaws 

2. Hickman: is it a worry that we won't fill dentistry  

a. Poling: it is a hard position to fill, I don’t think the 

intention was for pre dental individuals  

3. Peters: do you think we should table this and ask to follow up 

questions 

a. Poling: I do think that is a good idea 

b. Peters: I do think you have to be in the college 

4. Peters: motion to table this  

a. No discussion 



   

 

   

 

b. Vote passes  

c. Application is tabled 

IV. Announcements 

a. Health & Safety Legislative Coordinator 

i. Will be on agenda for Wednesday  

V. Adjournment: 3:24 

 


